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No. 239-500
MEDIUM DUTY BLIND RIVETER

An economical tool for medium duty. Vinyl grips on stamped
long handles for extra leverage with milled steel nose. Sets
3/32", 1/8", 5/32" and 3/16" dia. aluminum rivets.

Individually packaged.

No. 239-501
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE BLIND RIVETER

Sturdy, fast acting tool. Will set  3/32", 1/8", 5/32" and 3/16"
dia. rivets. Capacity 3/16" aluminum. Moulded contour hand
grips and long forged handles for extra leverage. Complete
with four nose-pieces.

Heavy Duty Individually packaged.

BLIND RIVET
MASTER ASSORTMENT No. 020-667

Contains 1200 pieces - 10 popular sizes of Aluminum and Steel Domed
Head Rivets and 3 sizes of Back-up Plates. Packed in a sturdy metal
container with handy moulded compartments and an actual size illustrated
grease-resistant lid label.

Size: 9-3/4" w. x 13-3/4" l. x 2" d.

No. 400-002
CERAMIC BLOCK MAGNETS

`Papco´ High Strength Ceramic Block Magnets are ideal for
temporary attachment of metal panels, work orders or masking
material without damaging painted areas or other metal
surfaces. Each skin-packed card contains two block magnets.
Each magnet is 7/8” wide x 1-7/8” long x 3/8” thick.
For other Magnet products see page 148.

HAND RIVETERS
RIVETEUSE MANUELLE

Drill a hole of the
recommended size
in each of the parts
to be riveted and
select correct nose-
piece.

Fully open handles.
Insert rivet until
head touches nose-
piece.

Insert rivet in the
hole.

For soft materials
or oversize holes
use back-up plates
to eliminate rivet
pull-through.

Squeeze handles
together. If mandrel
does not break, open
handles, push rivet
head back to nose-
piece and repeat until
mandrel breaks.

Hold riveter with
nose-piece up. Fully
open handles and
snapped off stem
will fall out.

MULTI-GRIP BLIND RIVETS
RIVETS OBTURATEURS MULTI-GRIP

These blind rivets cover the grip
range of three standard rivets.

Excellent where a combination of hard and soft materials needs fastening.
Compensates for hole size and alignment variations. Aluminum body
and steel mandrel. Domed head. Order by Stock Number.

239-493 Back-up plates for 1/8” dia. Rivets (9/64 x 3/8 x 1/32) Plated Steel , 100 per box.
239-494 Back-up plates for 3/16” dia. Rivets (13/64 x 1/2 x 3/64) Plated Steel, 100 per box.
239-492 Back-up plates for 3/16” dia. Rivets (13/64 x 1/2 x 3/64) Aluminum, 100 per box.

Standard Package 100 rivets.

BACK-UP PLATES

Max.
Grip

239
Series

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

239
Series

Stock No. Other No. Rivet Dia. Grip Range Rivet Length

239-314 AD41-43 1/8 (.125) .031-.185 .315

239-320 AD43-45 1/8 (.125) .157-.335 .480

239-335 AD52-54 5/32 (.156) .047-.248 .425

239-353 AD62-64 3/16 (.187) .063-.252 .414

Please Note: The parts on this page are outdated. Some have been discontinued and new ones have been added.
Please refer to our current Body Shop Fastener catalogue.


